
Run 1955 – Moana - Is he the Jackson Pollock of hashing ? 
“Shit run - shit nosh -  shit night”: are six words that 
are often associated with Moana. 
 
But these words were not heard Tuesday night as 
the trail master once again put on a night that can 
only be achieved  after years of hashing experience 
and expertise. We have been to Moana’s (Trump) 
Tower multiple times this year and every time he 
puts on a night to remember (some good - some not 
so). 
 
From the moment you arrive at the ground floor unit 
- one can feel the it. Standing on the fake lawn wait-
ing for the GM to introduce the hare, listening to the 
instruction and then the call of  On On. The pack is 
underway. 
 
It starts with the personalised Moana “M” arrows, the 
preparation of  two runs (considerate of both walkers 
and runners) - and always well marked. A different 
trail no matter how many runs he has held (or co-
hared) in recent weeks. A true master of his craft on 
display. 
 
The night took us round the main streets of the 
beautiful North Cairns (and a few grassy laneways), 
then onto the busy tourist strip of Cairns city to a 
poolside drink stop. - (Unfortunately, some didn't 
make it to the drink stop but this was no fault of the 
hare!). 
 
The after run cooling drinks washed down some 
home made tasty pre-circle nibbles, always a delight 
at Moana’s Seaview Abode. The circle is always 
held across the park - on the finger jetty (another 
thoughtful consideration to his apartment neigh-
bours) and with the sound of the surf in the back-
ground the circle can be held in true Hash style. 
The GM bro Stroker unfurls his magic and quickly 
works through the agenda. The run report is given 
and underscored by bro Nicotine. The visitors and 
returned runners are welcomed with down downs, a 
shirt is passed from one hasher to another, a cele-
bration run report is given and charges are made. 
An appearance of the RA means something special 
is about to occur - and an unnamed runner is named 

- welcome sister Turtle (back home and ready to lay 
some eggs). 
 
The business items of the evening are dealt with ef-
ficiently by the GM before other matters of a more 
personal nature are announced, the passing away of 
a fellow hasher and the distressing news that sister 
Modnoc is in need of willing assistance assistants 
after an unfortunate accident (bum wipers and 
showering helpers need not apply). The circle fin-
ished with an excellent joke from brother Royal T 
before moving to the luxurious pool area for a nosh 
of not boiled sausages. 
 
Another A1 perfor-
mance - “Shit run Shit 
nosh shit night - I think 
not! If Australia could 
bottle and sell Moana 
we would go a long way 
to being debt free. 
(even if we don’t get any money 
… it might be a good idea any-
way … Ed) 

.On On,  
Flatulence 
HASH hISTORY 
1942 - At around 4 a.m. on February 11,1942, founder "G", 
in charge of a mortar platoon, was surprised and killed by 
Japanese forces on Daily Farm Road, Singapore….  On On 
“G” 
*************************************** 

“My wife told me: ‘Sex is better on holi-
day.’ That wasn’t a very nice postcard to 
receive.”  
“I got an odd-job man in. He was useless. 
Gave him a list of eight things to do and he 
only did numbers one, three, five and sev-
en.”  
“I'm on a whiskey diet. I've lost three days 
already.” 
“Having sex is like playing bridge. If you 
don't have a good partner, you'd better 
have a good hand.” 
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BLAST FROM Past -In memory of when MODNOC 
had two hands working, highlights of  RUN 

1953 are presented below  (Thanks Pylon ) 

 

 

Other Cumming Hash Events 
 21–23 October – Mackay Hash Beach Party  

 30 October— World Record Whistling Attempt 

Fogarty Park—7am for 8am attempt 

 12-13 November 2016—Cairns 2100th Celebration 

Run—MULGRAVE MADNESS! 

 February 2017  - Ballarat NashHash  

International Events 

2017 10th February NZ Nash Hash at Bay Of Islands, 29th April 
Borneo Nash Hash at Kuching, 26 May Pan Africa Hash at Lagos 
Nigeria, 6th July Euro Hash Vienna 7th Sep Pan Indo hash at Ba-
likpapan, 27th Oct Pan Asia hash at Sokcho Korea 2018 May 
Interhash Fiji,  

Date Run# Hare Venue

11/10/2016 1956 Lesson

Zebrina St Redlynch

18/10/2016 1957 GangBang Pythagorarse

Playground, Pirate ship Far north end of Esplanade 

25/10/2016 Hare

TBA

1/11/2016 1959 Hare

TBA

8/11/2016 1960 Hare

TBA

15/11/2016 1961 Hare

TBA

Where to be on Tuesday evening at 6pm

If you have not set a run within the past 4 months please talk 
with MOANA (0410 582 038) abouta date and venue for your 

next run. Or E-Mail Scribe at trinityhhh@gmail.com

TONIGHT’S SCRIBE  
  

Please email to PYTHAGORARSE by FRIDAY. 

 Email to:  trinityhhh@gmail.com 


